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Preface

This book reviews the most common computational schemes used in simulations of
physical systems. These range from very accurate ab initio techniques up to coarse-
grained and mesoscopic schemes. A bottom-up approach is used to present the
various simulation methods used in physics, starting from the lower level and most
accurate and ab initio methods up to mesoscopic particle-based ones. The book
outlines the basic theory underlying each technique and its complexity, addresses the
computational implications and issues in the implementation, and also presents
representative examples. These underline the accuracy and efficiency of the various
computational approaches. Illustrating pathways for combining different schemes in
order to increase both accuracy and efficiency, while stretching the spatial and
temporal scales involved is also discussed. The strengths and deficiencies of the
variety of simulational techniques are presented, while many links to the relevant
literature are given for further in-depth reading. The present book does not aim to
provide an extended view of the methods, rather to touch upon the main general
ingredients needed in modeling physical systems and briefly assess the details
therein. It is not intended to fully cover the whole spectrum of computational
methods and certainly omits many of these. Nonetheless, the aim of this book is to
serve as a short guide to computational methods available for physical problems. To
supplement this, the most common computational codes, commercial or open
source, are listed in the end. It is my hope that the attempt to put together the
main elements that constitute computational physics, will be valuable to researchers
trying to enter the field or extend their view on computational methods in physics. In
this way, they will have strong tools in their hands for tackling a vast variety of
problems and open questions in physics.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Computational physics
Traditionally, physics was divided into two distinct areas, theoretical physics
and experimental physics. Theoretical physics solves analytically physical problems,
using mathematical tools together with simplified assumptions. Experimental
physics observes physical phenomena which happen in the real world. It is desirable
that the calculations and observations from both areas meet on common ground.
Often though, there are no ways to map the calculations from theoretical physics to
the data from experimental physics or experimental data cannot be interpreted at the
level of detail inherent in the theoretical models. This occurs because of the
complexity of the real world and the simplified assumptions followed in analytical
approaches. Nevertheless, sometimes spatial and temporal scales exist at which these
two physics areas meet. In these cases, theoretical physics can predict the outcome of
experiments, or experimental physics is able to confirm the theory.

Computational physics was introduced in order to cover the gap between the two
traditional fields of theoretical and experimental physics and is often based on
approaches from theoretical physics. With the aid of modern computing and
supercomputers, computational physics can solve highly complex problems and
move closer to experimental conditions. In this way, it is possible to promote the
physical understanding of experimental observations more efficiently than with only
the aid of theoretical physics. Accordingly, theoretical and computational physics
together possess strong tools to supplement experimental physics and shed light on
physical phenomena in the real physical world.

From the point of view of computational physics, efficient simulations of physical
systems involve the strong interplay of three factors, as sketched in figure 1.1. These
factors include the systems one aims to simulate and their desired properties, the
methodology applied and its accuracy, and the temporal and spatial scales relevant
to these systems and their properties. More specifically, it is very important to
address the relation of these three factors before designing the computer simulation
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of a physical system. At first sight, one should first choose which are the target
properties of the physical system. These will then link to the relevant time and length
scales, which in turn can point to the methodology able to extract the desired
properties with high accuracy. This process should be followed with care. Choosing,
for example, a simulation scheme which cannot efficiently capture the time scales
relevant to a desired property of the system can lead to wrong or unphysical results.
In principle, the results from such a simulation would be useless.

1.1.1 Length-scales and efficiency

In view of the different temporal and spatial scales involved in a physical system, a
number of different simulation methodologies have been developed, denoted by the
graph in figure 1.2. Each methodology is based on a description of physics at a
specific level and is capable of describing specific properties. Accordingly, each
computational scheme can be efficient within a given range of time and length scales.
As an example, computational approaches based on quantum mechanics (QM), are
quite accurate, can deal with systems of a size up to a few nm and can be simulated
for times in the ps range. Due to the high accuracy of the quantum-mechanical
simulation methods, these are computationally too demanding and can thus not be
applied to systems larger than a few nm. On the other hand, computational models
based on a classical description of the system, using for example Newton’s equations
of motion are efficient for system sizes up to a few μm and times up to msecs.
Simulating larger systems becomes computationally very expensive, while going to
smaller scales is also not efficient as the classical description is not sufficient for
describing these scales and the relevant properties.

In order to make this more intuitive, let’s take an example: a physical system is
chosen for which the electronic properties need to be analyzed. These are controlled
by its electrons (mainly the valence electrons) and their charge distributions within
the system. Accordingly, the simulation chosen for this problem needs to be based
on a sufficient description of the electronic states. This can be done using quantum-
mechanical approaches related to the solution of Schrödinger’s equation. This

Figure 1.1. The interplay between accuracy, temporal and spatial scales, the characteristics of the modeled
systems and their properties probed through computer simulations.
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equation includes the available electronic states in a system, which increase
considerably the larger the system, i.e. the more the atoms and the electronic
orbitals composing it. In this respect, such a very accurate scheme involves very
many electronic states with increasing system size having a strong impact in solving
Schrödinger’s equation. The more electrons (i.e. electron states) are involved, the
higher the phase space this equation covers leading to highly demanding computa-
tions for solving the equation and extracting its eigenvalues to obtain the desired
properties. As a consequence, a system with many heavy atoms includes enough
electrons to make the solution of Schrödinger’s equation through computational
means impossible. In this sense, a very accurate quantum-mechanical method can
only work at the lower regime of the length versus time graph in figure 1.2.

Essentially, the two lowest regimes in that graph involve the solution of two
popular equations: the Schrödinger equation in the very low regime and Newton’s
equations of motion in the neighboring regime. Although the former equation could
be applied to this neighboring regime, it is restricted due to computational reasons,
as discussed above. At the same spatial and temporal scale though, Newton’s
equation of motion could be easily solved using computer simulations. Let’s imagine
a simple system composed of 10 atoms, each of which includes five electrons. At the
quantum-mechanical level, the solution of Schrödinger’s equation involves 5 × 10 =
50 particles when including all electrons. At the classical level, the solution of

Figure 1.2. The hierarchy of spatial and temporal scales involved in physical systems probed with computer
simulations. Parts of this image are reproduced from [1–4] with permission from Cambridge University Press,
Chris Ewels (www.ewels.info), the Royal Society of Chemistry, and SIAM, respectively.
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Newton’s equation of motion involves 10 particles. Accordingly, at the quantum-
mechanical level, solving Schrödinger’s equation without any approximation is
computationally more difficult than using a classical computational scheme.
Nevertheless, in the latter case, properties controlled by the electrons are either
approximate or cannot be studied at all. The systems and properties that different
computational schemes can describe, as well as the relevant scales, are briefly
summarized:

• quantum dynamics and quantum mechanics deal with atoms, nuclei, and
electrons, and can provide information on ground/excited states, relaxation,
reaction mechanisms, etc on a ps timescale.

• classical statistical mechanics (molecular dynamics, Monte Carlo, force-field
methods) model atoms and molecules, and can calculate ensemble averages,
dynamics, etc up to ns–ms timescales.

• statistical mechanics models groups of atoms, residues or molecules and can
give information on structural homology or similatiry, etc.

• continuum methods deal with the electrical or velocity continuum and can
model rheological phenomena, crack propagation, etc on a supra-molecular
timescale.

• the kinetic equation on a mesoscopic level can map populations of species in
order to obtain population dynamics, flow fields, materials failure, etc. and
works in macroscopic time scales.

In principle, in order to achieve a successful and efficient simulation of a physical
system, i.e. obtain reliable results with a predictable power, the cooperation of
different areas is necessary. The real world can be either observed through an
experiment or modeled through computer simulations. The computer simulations
involve different levels of accuracy and often depend on parameters obtained from
experimental findings. The experimental data are compared with results from
simulations or used to test and benchmark simulation methods. On the other
hand, when modeling schemes are highly accurate they can lead to predictions at
scales not accessible to the experiments. In this way, computer simulations have the
power to lead to a better understanding of the physical world.

1.1.2 Approaches and milestones

Since the early (modern) days of computing, a lot of effort was allocated in
proposing simulation methods which could describe physical systems within the
accuracy and capabilities of the available computational resources. In the early days,
simulation methods could be applied to small systems described using stochastic
approaches. As computers became faster, more details of a physical system could be
incorporated realizing the use of more sophisticated simulations. Over the years,
important milestones following the realization of Moore’s law [5] could promote
more efficient modeling, which in turn better described the real world. In this
respect, advances in computer methods in physics have made a direct impact on the
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cooperation of computational physics and experimental physics, shedding light on a
deeper physical understanding of the physical world.

Each simulation scheme developed over the years has made its own important
contribution to the field. Nevertheless, a few are the milestones which had a great
influence in bringing computational physics to where it is presently. For this, the
Monte Carlo (MC) method as implemented using the Metropolis algorithm [6, 7]
should be acknowledged. This is a stochastic method developed in the 1950s, which
was not able to address important atomistic details, but could address important
statistical and thermodynamic properties of a physical system. MC is based on
statistical physics and the generation of random numbers and can solve problems
with a probabilistic interpretation. Approximately 10 years later, the first molecular
dynamics (MD) studies were able to solve Newton’s equations of motion and
explain the dynamical properties of a system deterministically [8]. Within MD, the
particles can interact through potentials, the accuracy of which controls the
efficiency of an MD simulation, hence the trustfulness of the simulated properties.
About 15 years after MD, a new computational methodology known as the density
functional theory (DFT) came to fill the gap at very low scales, at which electrons
become important [9]. DFT uses a sophisticated approximation for the Schrödinger
equation based on the electron density. Having a satisfying accuracy, it significantly
accelerates the simulations and provides an insight into the nanoworld. At this
point, the significant contribution of theHartree–Fock theory in the 1930s should be
underlined [10, 11]. This theory describes the electronic wavefunctions using a single
Slater determinant. A computer implementation of this method accelerates the
respective simulations compared to the case where a more extended phase space is
considered. Finally, a considerable advancement in computational physics was
possible with the Car–Parrinello molecular dynamics (CPMD) scheme [12]. CPMD
combines MD with DFT, allowing for the inclusion of additional degrees of
freedom in the simulations. Specifically, both the electron as well as the atom
dynamics are considered. In this way, the application of CPMD has the ability to
expand the scales on which quantum mechanical methods are applicable, efficiently
add dynamics, and investigate larger physical systems at the same level of accuracy
as with DFT.

Often properties of a system at different levels of description are needed, which is
usually not possible to achieve with a simulation based on a sole computational
method. For example, information on the electronic properties, as well the dynamic
and thermodynamic properties of atoms or molecules can be important for a better
understanding of a physical system. To this end, different approaches have been
developed. The combination of the information obtainable through different
computational schemes can basically be done in two ways: (a) through coarse-
graining (CG) and (b) using multi-scaling (MS). Overall, CG or MS is attempted
when a simulation can be accelerated without strongly compromising the accuracy
of the results. In principle, CG, involves the reduction of the degrees of freedom of a
system and is usually done by extracting information from the lower, but most
accurate, scales in order to pass the information to the higher scales. MS involves the
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combination of two or more computational schemes and can follow a bottom-up or
a top-down approach as depicted in figure 1.2.

It should have become clear at this point that different computational schemes
relate to different degrees of detail, accuracy, computational load, and target
properties. A matter of high interest in computer science with a high impact in
performing computer simulations in physics is the optimization of the simulation
codes. The optimization can be done using parallelization techniques for the codes
or computer architectures (e.g. GPUs, CPUs, multi-CPUs, etc) on which the code
can be most efficiently ported on. The relevant value is the scaling of the simulation
code with the size of the simulated system. This scaling essentially implies the
computational load of a specific simulation and the respective computational time
needed to perform a simulation. Given that N denotes the size of the system,
methods within the scales depicted in figure 1.2 can show a scaling in the range
[N-N10]. Note, that N could be either the number of orbitals (in a quantum-
mechanical scheme) or the number of atoms (in an atomistic scheme) or the number
of the representative particles (at even higher scales). The field of computer
simulations in science is continuously evolving, attempting to extend time and
length scales and stretch the capabilities of recent supercomputers. Sophisticated
schemes for using the computers go beyond what will be reviewed here. An example
is the distributed computing project Folding@Home project [13], within which
people from any part of the world can provide their computers to band together to
the largest supercomputer in the world and extend even more the scales involved in
biomolecular simulations.

In the following chapters, a bottom-up approach will be followed to touch upon
several of the most common computational methods used to model physical
problems. At the lowest level having the highest accuracy, quantum-mechanical
simulation methods will be presented, followed by semi-empirical and atomistic
schemes moving up to mesoscopic approaches. CG, MS, as well as force-field
development will be discussed. This book is intended to present a brief overview of
the basic building blocks comprising the most common simulation methods in
physics. Short threads to simulations in physics will be given only touching upon the
wide possibilities these can offer. Many details will be omitted, but can be found
elsewhere [14–19]. The long list of the relevant literature will open up the possibilities
for further reading.

1.1.3 Setting-up the simulations

The efficiency of a simulation depends on the system under study, the chosen
computational method, the computer architecture, as well as the whole set-up of the
simulations. In principle, all factors are interlinked. For example, the simulation
scheme is based on the physical problem, and the computer architecture is chosen
depending on the simulation code and the desired efficiency/speed. Setting-up the
simulations involves roughly the input of the system, the interactions therein, and
other relevant simulation parameters.
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Most of the simulations in physics involve particles. The position of these
particles, whether atoms, molecules, or mesoscopic species are the most common
input for the simulations. These particles are typically interacting, and good
interaction potentials are necessary for a good description of the system. The
positions of these particles can be either obtained using short home-made structure
generator codes1 or other available (commercial or open source) tools – a very few
examples of which are Avogadro [20], VirtualNanoLab [21], CRYSTAL [22],
SPGEN [23], the DNA server [24] and PHENIX [25]. An alternative is to extract
the input data from available data in crystallographic databases [26–28]. Often, the
simulation codes provide tools, which assist in generating the system’s input. It is,
also, essential to use the best potential parameters for the simulated physical system
and the choice of the potential needs to be treated with care. A careful choice of
the simulation parameters is also essential. These are parameters which control the
exact flow and accuracy of the simulation and are related to the specific simulation
method. Cut-offs, time-steps, tolerance values, certain conditions (temperature,
pressure, etc) are typical simulation parameters. In the end, it is extremely important
to be aware of the errors in the simulations. Each simulation method includes an
inherent error, but the numerical errors can be estimated through an error analysis,
which includes statistical errors and autocorrelation effects [15, 18, 29, 30].

An important step in performing a simulation is the post-processing of the data.
Each simulation method can focus on different properties and involves its own way
of quantitatively analyzing the simulation data. Often a qualitative visualization of
the data can be very insightful. Simulation codes sometimes offer such visualization
tools, though it is most common to use the various stand-alone software packages
which have been developed for the visualization of scientific data. These can usually
do more than just a graphic representation of the particle positions in the
simulations. Visualization not only involves the presentation of the particle
positions, it can also include additional information linking to the properties of
the system. In this way, streamlines can be drawn to show the velocity profile of a
solvent, isosurfaces or volume rendering can be used to provide the charge density
distribution around atoms, contour lines are able to reveal free energy surfaces,
etc. A variety of visualization software packages have been developed and only
representative packages are referenced here, such as VMD [31], VESTA [32],
Xcrysden [33], GaussView [34] or Xmol [35], etc.

Briefly, when attempting to simulate a physical system, the configurations
(particle positions and sometimes their velocities) are needed. As discussed, of
high importance are the interactions between the particles, which are either defined
ab initio or are given in the form of force-fields/potentials. In any case, the chemical
identity of the particles is often used as an input. Typically, a 3D computational box
(or supercell) is taken which includes all the particles and the size of this box is
needed. Note, that 1D or 2D geometries are also preferred when trying to reduce the
degrees of freedom, for example in a MC simulation. The strategy in setting-up the

1These are easy to generate for crystal structures and periodic systems.
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simulation of a physical system involves a balanced and careful choice of parameters
such as the degrees of freedom to be considered, the interactions/force-fields needed,
any sampling and boundary conditions, as well as the environmental conditions
(temperature, pressure, external forces) for which relevant schemes need to be
accounted for, as will be discussed in the following chapters. A nice review of all the
important aspects in molecular simulations can be found elsewhere [36].
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Chapter 2

Quantum-mechanical methods

2.1 General remarks
Quantum-mechanical (QM) methods, often named as ‘electronic structure methods’,
involve the shortest temporal and smallest spatial scales depicted in figure 1.2. QM
schemes can be applied to relatively small systems, but can have a high level of
accuracy and typically do not depend on empirical parameters. There are different
levels of QM methods depending on the degree of accuracy in the description of the
system. All, though, are based on solving the Schrödinger equation in its general
time-dependent form:

ℏ ∂
∂

Ψ ⃗ = ˆ Ψ ⃗i
t

r t H r t( , ) ( , ) (2.1)

where Ψ ⃗r t( , ) is the total wavefunction of the QM system, while ⃗r , t are the position
and time variables. Ĥ describes the Hamiltonian of the system. A general form of
this Hamiltonian for a many-body system including atoms, their nuclei and
electrons, would read
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In this equation, the indices i and I run over the total number of electrons and nuclei
with mass me and MI, respectively. The positions of the electrons and the atoms in
space are given through ⃗ri and ⃗RI . The atomic number of the nuclei is ZI and e is the
electron charge. The first two terms in this equation are the kinetic energy terms of
the electrons and the nuclei, respectively. All other terms correspond to the electron–
nuclei, electron–electron, and nuclei–nuclei Coulomb interactions, respectively.

For a many-body system, solving equation (2.1) with a Hamiltonian from
equation (2.2) becomes extremely difficult or even impossible as the system size
increases. Accordingly, one of the main approximations taken is the
Born–Oppenheimer (BO) approximation. Within this approximation, ions move
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slowly in space, and electrons respond instantaneously to any ionic motion. Because
of this, the wavefunction Ψ explicitly depends only on the electronic degrees of
freedom. Accordingly, the potential between the nuclei and the kinetic energy of the
nuclei are taken as constants as far as the electronic degrees of freedom are
concerned. Equation (2.2) is then simplified to
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where the total external potential experienced by an electron due to the presence of

ions is defined as ⃗ = −∑
∣ ⃗ − ⃗ ∣

V r( ) Z e

R ri i I
I

I i
ion ,

2
.

Before moving to the description of the QM simulation methods, a few important
ingredients of these need to be presented. The exchange and correlation interactions
between electrons are of high importance in determining the energy of a QM system
[1, 2]. The term exchange denotes the interactions between electrons with parallel
spins, while the term correlation corresponds to the Coulomb interaction between
electrons. Often the respective interactions are gathered together in the exchange-
correlation term in the equations for the electrons. Depending on the degree of
accuracy, QM approaches may or may not include the exchange and/or correlation
interactions. An additional aspect is the self-interaction (SI). term, which is the
contribution to the energy of a particle due to the interactions of the particle with the
system it is part of. A known issue in QM calculations is spin contamination, which
involves the artificial mixing of different electronic spin-states and can occur when
the spatial parts of α and β spin-orbitals are allowed to differ [3]. Wavefunctions with
a high degree of spin contamination are undesirable, as these are not eigenfunctions
of the total spin-square operator. Depending on the exact QMmethod, this issue can
be resolved in different ways [4, 5]. Overall, the QM simulation methods mainly
differ on the approximations taken to solve equation (2.1). Most of the QMmethods
involve static ground state properties. It will be seen though, that the temporal
variation can also be accounted for and probe also dynamical aspects. In the
following sections, the most important aspects of the QM simulation methods used
in physics will be underlined. Additional schemes do exist, but are not presented
here. Note that the discussion on the quantum MC methods, which is also based on
solving the Schrödinger equation is left for section 6.3. The reader is directed to the
literature for more extensive presentations [6–9].

2.1.1 Two descriptions for the electronic structure methods

In essence, the QM schemes can all be tracked down to the calculation of the total
electronic energy of the system. For this, two are the different descriptions of a QM
many-body system on which the QM simulation methods are based: (a) the
wavefunction world (introduced by Pople [7]) in which the total electron energy Ee

of the system is defined as: ψ ψ ψ= ⃗ … ⃗ = 〈 ∣ ∣ 〉E E r r H[ ( , , )]e e e N e e1 where ψ ⃗ … ⃗r r( , , )e N1 is the
electronic wavefunction for the electrons at positions ⃗ … ⃗r r, , N1 and the many-body
problem is reduced to a N3 -dimensional variational problem based on a set of
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